Fusebox Hosted Payment Gateway
The Force of Fusion
No matter what business you’re in – hospitality, restaurant or specialty retail –
Fusebox can help you better manage your payment processing, stay compliant and
remain competitive.
FUSEBOX DELIVERS PAYMENTS Fusebox is a highly secure, reliable and
flexible payment gateway that makes it easy for your customers to handle
a growing volume of payment and other transactions. Elavon’s solution
provides a single interface for delivering payments and other transactions
securely from any business location to your choice of banks, processors
and acquirers in a secure, compliant environment. Batch management and
reporting are accessed through an online portal, providing a real-time view
into the entire transaction lifecycle.
SECURITY & STABILITY DELIVER PEACE OF MIND
Since Fusebox is a hosted solution, critical cardholder data is moved from
the business’s location to a centrally managed host within a secure data
center at Elavon – mitigating risk and reducing the associated PCI liability.
• Fusebox incorporates the latest data security protections and
exceeds the most stringent PCI and PA-DSS requirements and
industry compliance standards.
• A comprehensive and flexible Data Protection Module features
advanced security, including encryption and tokenization. A Secure
Device Module supports the removal of all cardholder information from
the POS/PMS and replaces it with a Unique ID
(“token”) and truncated card number.
• Fusebox is built on a proven and reliable Stratus System platform for
fault tolerant computing that delivers maximum uptime.

Experience peace
of mind and
ultimate freedom
with our robust
and secure nextgeneration
payment solution.
LEARN MORE:
www.elavon.com/security

Extensive Connectivity Options Provide
Freedom of Choice

Fusebox is Built on a
Foundation of Six Key Elements
SECURITY. The hosted environment

ensures that cardholder data is
stored behind our firewall, protecting
you and your customers.

STABILITY. The core platform is

Elavon understands the way you accept
payments varies greatly depending on
your business.
Fusebox reduces the complexities by
providing one-to-many connectivity,
consolidating payments from various
systems and securely delivering them to
your choice of certified banks/processors.
Standardized APIs ensure seamless
integration with hundreds of value-added
resellers and software providers supporting
multiple POS/PMS platforms. Fusebox
streamlines processor certifications so
you typically only need one certification
to Elavon’s hosted gateway – not to each
processor – minimizing the time and
expense associated with adding new POS
systems or end points. You can choose from
a variety of gateway network connectivity
options, including SSL, MPLS, VPN and dial.

built on proven, dependable and
redundant switch technology that
delivers maximum uptime.

CONNECTIVITY. Interfaces to a vast
array of POS/PMS providers and
certified transaction processors
provide the freedom of choice.
FLEXIBILITY. Payment types,

communication methods,
processing rules and user rights are
mapped to the unique needs
of your business.

VISIBILITY. Batch management and

reporting are accessed through an
online portal, providing a real-time
view into the transaction lifecycle.

SIMPLICITY. It’s easy to add new

locations, implement system
upgrades and maintain version
control across your enterprise.
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